A REMARK ON GENERALIZED HAAR SYSTEMS IN L p ,Kp< oo A. D. ANDREW
We show that any chain from a generalized Haar system in L p is equivalent to the unit vector basis in l p . The constant of the equivalence depends only on p.
We answer a question raised in [1] A generalized Haar system [1] in L p is a sequence (h n ) defined as follows. Let {A n>i : n = 0,l,
In [1] it is proved that a generalized Haar system is a monotone, unconditional basic sequence in L p , with unconditional constant λ depending only on p.
The proof of the theorem'is based on the following lemma (see [2] and [3] 
Proof of theorem.
We shall denote the chain by (ft n ), and let A nΛ = supp hi, A n>2 = supp ft~. We will assume supp h n+1 c A nΛ .
Any chain in L 2 is an orthonormal system, so a chain in L 2 is isometrically equivalent to the unit vectors in Z 2 .
We consider now the case 1 < p < 2. Let Ai^ = {n: ||Λ n | A w>2 || 2 -^}, 2V 2 = {w: \\K I il Λfl || > 2-17ί) }, and consider first the chain (K) neNl . Setting B n = A Λ , 2 and δ = 2~1 /p , it follows from the lemma that for all sequences (a s ),
•i € ΛΓi \1/P as desired. Now suppose (h n ) is a chain from L p , 2 < p < °o. Then [(Λ Λ )] is isometric to l p , as we may regard h n = c.^ + &Λ -ΣΓ=»+i Mi The biorthogonal sequence (hi) is a chain from a generalized Haar system in L qy with 1/q + l/j> = 1. Since 1 < q < 2, (ft*) is equivalent to e*. Letting Γ: i g ->i g be the isomorphism realizing this equivalence, we have that T*e n -h n and T* is an isomorphism. Hence (ft Λ ) is equivalent to (e n ).
